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Magnetic dipolarization
§ Reconfiguration of the magnetic field from stretched tail-like to dipole-like.
§ Most often occurs at the substorm expansion onset.
§ Often accompanied by energetic particle injections.
Most of the basic characteristics have been extensively studied using spacecraft
observations at/outside GEO (> 6 RE), but it still remains missing at < 6 RE because
of a lack of systematic studies.

Nosé+ [2016]
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However…

It is not fully understood how different ion species (H, O, He) respond to local
dipolarization inside GEO.
Science questions:
§ What are characteristic differences in H, O, He flux changes?
§ What role does the impulsive electric field related to dipolarization play in
these flux changes?
Try to address these questions with data from Van Allen Probes.
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Event selection and occurrence
Data:
Van Allen Probes in the 2012–2016 tail seasons
EMFISIS, EFW, RBSPICE, and HOPE
Event selection:
§ A sharp increase in BH (> 0.5 nT s–1)
§ Magnetic inclination (θI) > 30° :
θI = tan–1(|BH|/(BV2+BD2)1/2)

144 events

Occurrence is higher at:
§ Premidnight MLTs with a peak of 23–00 MLT
§ r > 5 RE (Innermost event at ~3.8 RE)
Superposed epoch analysis of H, O, and He
(1-1000 keV) flux changes around PA = 90°
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E-field, NP, TP variations
Median value
§ BH increase (~20 nT or more)
§ Time scale of ~3–5 min
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§ Negative Eɸ (i.e., westward)
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H, O, He flux ratio variations
Common features:
§ Increase at > ~50 keV
§ Decrease at < ~50 keV
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H, O, He flux ratio variations
Common features:
§ Increase at > ~50 keV
§ Decrease at < ~50 keV
Different features:
§ Transient increase for H & He
§ Gradual increase for O
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Energy spectra of H, O, He flux ratios
Average flux ratio between before and after each dipolarization onset

H
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180 keV
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§ Larger O flux ratio than H and He.
§ Energy peak at 100–200 keV for H & O, while at >200 keV for He.
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|E| dependence (premidnight)
Strong |E|
> 2 mV m–1

Weak |E|
< 2 mV m–1

Rapid flux
changes
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|E| dependence (premidnight)
Strong |E|
> 2 mV m–1

Weak |E|
< 2 mV m–1

Rapid flux
changes

Clear
Intense

Less clear

Energy
spectra

Hardening

Less clear

𝛿BH
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H
Strong, impulsive E-field (< 2 min)
plays an important role in
transient energization.
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Main features (on average)

§ Ion fluxes increase at > 50 keV, while they decrease at < 30 keV.
§ Species-dependent injection signatures.
§ Transient injections for H and He vs. Gradual injections for O
§ Larger O flux enhancement
§ 100–200 keV for H and O vs. 250–450 keV for He
§ Strong, impulsive electric field energizes efficiently ( < 2 min).
Suggest mass- and energy-dependent acceleration, probably
caused by impulsive E-field
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Discrepancy with Previous studies (Nosé+ and Liu+)

This study

Nosé+ [2016], Liu+[2016]

H, O fluxes at < 50 keV

Decrease

Increase [Nosé+, 2016]

Proton (ion) density

Decrease

Increase [Liu+, 2016]

The event selection criteria by Nosé/Liu [2016] did not require events
to be observed at θI > 30°.
Some of their events may include flux changes due to boundary
crossing of spacecraft itself.
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Why do we need to care about θI?
18 February 2015
Event 1 (θI > 30°)
BH

H (> 50 keV)

H (< 50 keV)

Event 2 (θI < 30°)

dipolarization

Injections

decrease

increase

§ For Event 1 (Event 2), H flux at < 50 keV decreases (increases) just after the onset.
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θI dependence on flux changes at 25–30 keV
293 events

144 events (θI > 30°)
149 events (θI < 30°)

H at 25–30 keV
O at 25–30 keV

Increase

Far from EQ

Decrease

Closer to EQ

§ Flux changes at θI < 30° likely result from the satellite boundary crossing.
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Conclusions
Different ion species respond differently to local dipolarization.
Would result from a combination of the following factors:
§ Ion masses
§ Charge states
§ Strong impulsive E-field (Non-adiabatic acceleration)
§ He2+ and O6+ contribute to heavy ion injections.
§ Ion flux changes strongly depend on the relative location of
satellite to magnetic equator.
Need to take into account the satellite location.
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Correlation (H injections vs. He/O injections)
Average correlation for 144 events
O6+

O+
He2+

Multiply-charged populations (He2+ and O6+) in heavy ion injections.
Consistent with Mitchell, D. G. + [2017]
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Backup
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Recent statistical studies [Nosé+, 2016]
Nose+ [2016]: 74 events in the 2012–2013 tail season
§ Dipolarization at L < 6.6 and its associated H and O flux variations at 1-50 keV.
§ Omnidirectional H and O flux enhancements at 20–50 keV.
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Recent statistical studies [Nosé+, 2016]
Nose+ [2016]: 74 events in the 2012–2013 tail season
§ Dipolarization at L < 6.6 and its associated H and O flux variations at 1-50 keV.
§ Omnidirectional H and O flux enhancements at 20–50 keV.

Nosé+ [2016] did not focus on the higher-energy ions,
which would be a key injection signature.
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Recent statistical studies [Liu+, 2016]
Liu+ [2016]: 71 events in the 2012–2013 tail season
§ Dipolarizing flux bundles (DFBs) and their relationship with injections at > 50 keV
§ DFBs with injections have a stronger electric field than DBFs without injections.
DFBs with Injections

DFBs without injections
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Recent statistical studies [Liu+, 2016]
Liu+ [2016]: 71 events in the 2012–2013 tail season
§ Dipolarizing flux bundles (DFBs) and their relationship with injections at > 50 keV
§ DFBs with injections have a stronger electric field than DBFs without injections.
DFBs with Injections

DFBs without injections

𝛿BZ Liu+ [2016] did not focus on different ion species.
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Dawn-dusk asymmetry

Flux increase
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Dawn
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Dawn-Dusk asymmetry
Dusk 18–24 MLT
Dawn 00–06 MLT
H

180 keV

gap

gap

160 keV

He

O

300 keV

§ Flux enhancement is slightly larger in dusk than dawn, especially for 𝛿jO.
§ Energy demarcation is higher in dusk (~50 keV) than dawn (~50 keV).
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